5s diagram

These have been translated as "sort", "set in order", "shine", "standardize" and "sustain". The
decision-making process usually comes from a dialogue about standardization, which builds
understanding among employees of how they should do the work. In some quarters, 5S has
become 6S , the sixth element being safety safe. Other than a specific stand-alone
methodology, 5S is frequently viewed as an element of a broader construct known as visual
control , [3] visual workplace , [4] or visual factory. For example, a workplace-organization
photo from Tennant Company a Minneapolis-based manufacturer quite similar to the one
accompanying this article appeared in a manufacturing-management book in Two major
frameworks for understanding and applying 5S to business environments have arisen, one
proposed by Osada, the other by Hiroyuki Hirano. There are five 5S phases. They can be
translated to English as "sort", "set in order", "shine", "standardize", and "sustain". Other
translations are possible. Seiri is sorting through all items in a location and removing all
unnecessary items from the location. Seiton is putting all necessary items in the optimal place
for fulfilling their function in the workplace. Seiso is sweeping or cleaning and inspecting the
workplace, tools and machinery on a regular basis. Shitsuke or sustain is the developed
processes by self-discipline of the workers. Also translates as "do without being told". Visual
management and 5S can be particularly beneficial in health care because a frantic search for
supplies to treat an in-trouble patient a chronic problem in health care can have dire
consequences. The output of engineering and design in a lean enterprise is information, the
theory behind using 5S here is "Dirty, cluttered, or damaged surfaces attract the eye, which
spends a fraction of a second trying to pull useful information from them every time we glance
past. Old equipment hides the new equipment from the eye and forces people to ask which to
use". From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Workplace organisation method. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. New York: Productivity
Press. Visual Workplace: Visual Thinking. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Productivity Press. New
York: Free Press, p. US: Asian Productivity Organization. Retrieved July 26, Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Lean Enterprise Institute. Lean manufacturing tools. Six Sigma tools. Business
process mapping Process capability Pareto chart. Root cause analysis Failure mode and effects
analysis Multi-vari chart. Design of experiments Kaizen. Control plan Statistical process control
5S Poka-yoke. Categories : Lean manufacturing Methodology Japanese business terms
Occupational safety and health. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short
description is different from Wikidata Articles needing additional references from May All
articles needing additional references Articles containing Japanese-language text All pages
needing factual verification Wikipedia articles needing factual verification from February
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Rich the
content of this template with more details fo the five steps to maintain a good organizational
productivity. Cause and Effect Diagram. Root Cause Analysis. Node Fishbone Diagram. Low
Satisfaction Fishbone. Healthy Life Fishbone. Outline Cause and Effect Diagram. Mind Map
Topics. Logistics Value Stream Map. Fishbone Diagram Presentation. Sales Decrease Ishikawa
Diagram. Value Stream Map. Result Delay Fishbone. Rectangles Concept Map. Online Shopping
Customer Journey Map. PDCA Cycle. Market Cause Effect Diagram. Fishbone Diagram.
Tonsillitis Mind Map. Resign Fishbone Diagram. Service Problem Ishikawa Diagram. Academic
Record Fishbone. Marketing Strategy Concept Map. Self Analysis. Main Idea Box. Personality
Mind Map. Highlight Fishbone Diagram. Simple Decision Tree. Download Template:. Get Edraw
Max Now! Free Download. Share Template:. Various business diagram templates on this
sharing community are available to download and customize, including SWOT matrix, marketing
diagram, fishbone, value stream, business forms and etc. Upload your own great works with
others and enjoy the resources together. Try It Now Buy Now. SmartDraw's built-in templates
are just one of many reasons why it's the best tool available for making 5S and other Lean
diagrams. The name comes from the five Japanese words that comprise the idea: seiri, seiton,
seisou, seiketsu, and sitsuke. They have been translated into English as: sort, straighten, shine,
standardize, and sustain. Today, it is most closely associated with the tenets of Lean and Six
Sigma Practices that seek to improve production through elimination of waste. To be clearly
understood, 5S is best presented in a cycle diagram. This is because successful
implementation requires continual practice. The clock-like format of this diagram makes it easy
to grasp the idea that following 5S practices is a constant, continual process. Just like the
perpetual progression of hands around a clock. One of the best ways for an organization to
ensure that a 5S is successfully implemented and maintained is through use of checklists and
audits. SmartDraw includes 5S audit form templates that can be easily customized and adapted
to any workplace environment. Start with a ready-made template or create your own. Inserting

tables, images and text is as easy as clicking and typing. And SmartDraw includes an extensive
library of thousands of symbols for you to use. Share your diagram with your team easily. Leave
notes and add hyperlinks. Share your 5S diagrams in a variety of common graphics formats
such as a PDF. Discover for yourself why SmartDraw is the best 5S diagram maker you'll ever
use. Easy-to-Use 5S Audit Forms. Use the SmartPanel to quickly add blocks of information,
such as this name and address field. Our professionally designed templates and examples
make it easy. Simply open up the template you want. Use it "as is" or customize it to suit your
needs. With SmartDraw, you can also create your own 5S diagram, checklist, or audit form. It's
simple, intuitive, and will give you a professional-looking result. Use it to create flowcharts,
value stream maps, floor plans, network designs, timelines, decision trees, and more. Free
Support Need help getting started on your 5S diagram or audit form? Just call us or send an
email. Our trained experts are standing by, ready to help, at absolutely no cost. Effortless
Collaboration. Smart Integration. Start Now. By continuing to use the website, you consent to
the use of cookies. Read More. Follow Us. With the ever changing economic climate, many
organizations are periodically adjusting their resources to align with business strategy. This
often results in the need to achieve more work with fewer resources. In order to remain
successful, businesses must become more efficient, reduce waste and thereby reduce cost. We
must find ways to do what we are currently doing in less time and at a lower cost. One way we
can accomplish this is through the use of 5S Principles. The 5S Principles are very effective at
identifying and eliminating waste and increasing efficiency. There is a lot of information about
5S and how it came to be. In actuality, the principles within 5S were being utilized decades
before by Mr. Henry Ford. It has been reported that prior to , Mr. In the s, representatives from
Toyota visited the Ford facilities to be trained in automotive mass production methods.
Throughout different companies, various words are used that have similar meanings. No matter
what specific words are used to identify the steps in 5S, the purpose remains the same: create a
clean, organized and efficient work environment. The 5S Method is a standardized process that
when properly implemented creates and maintains an organized, safe, clean and efficient
workplace. The 5S list is as follows:. The 5S Principles are recognized in many industries as
effective tools for improving workplace organization, reducing waste and increasing efficiency.
The greatest benefit from using 5S is realized when it is part of a larger initiative and the entire
organization has adopted its principles. There are many benefits to implementing the 5S
Methods into a work area on the production line or in the business office. To not only survive
but thrive in business today, cost must be controlled and waste must be avoided or eliminated.
The 5S steps, when implemented properly, can identify and reduce many forms of waste in any
process or workstation. An organized work area reduces excessive motion and wasted time
looking for the right tool. The visual aspect of the 5S Methodology is also very effective. When
everything has a place, it is easier to spot something missing or misplaced. A clean work area
helps draw attention to possible problems or safety hazards. A clean floor helps spot any leaks
or spills could indicate machine maintenance and prevent slips and falls. Furthermore,
encouraging people to watch for and address problems can result in a positive change to an
organizations culture. Therefore, the 5S Principles implemented as part of a larger Lean
initiative or as a standalone tool can reduce waste, improve quality, promote safety and drive
continuous improvement. The first step in 5S is sorting. During sorting the team should go
through all items in the work area including any tools, supplies, bulk storage parts, etc. The 5S
team leader should review and evaluate every item with the group. This will help to identify
which items are essential for getting the job done effectively and efficiently. If the item is
essential for everyday operations it should be tagged and cataloged. If the item is not essential,
determine how often it is used in the performance of work in that area. If it is a bulk item, decide
the proper amount to be kept in the area and move the remaining quantity to storage. Excess
inventory is one form of waste and should be eliminated during the 5S activities. Designate a
place for all items that remain in the work area. Put all items in their designated location. During
the straighten step, look for ways to reduce or eliminate waste. One form of waste in a process
is unnecessary operator motion or movement. Therefore, frequently used tools and supplies
should be stored in the immediate work area close to the operator. One effective method
commonly used to avoid wasted time searching for the correct tool is constructing shadow
boards for all essential tools. Items that are not used as often should be stored based on their
frequency of use. All parts bins should be properly labeled. A properly straightened work area
allows the operator to quickly review and verify that they have everything they need to
successfully perform their task at hand. The next step is to clean everything in the area and
remove any trash. To be effective we must keep the area and any related equipment clean. Dirty
process equipment can actually increase the potential for process variability and lead to
equipment failure. Lost time due to equipment failure is considered waste and non-value-added

time. A dirty area can also contribute to safety issues that have the potential to cause a worker
to be injured. Operators should clean their areas at the end of each shift. By doing this they will
likely notice anything out of the ordinary such as oil or lubricant leaks, worn lift cables, burnt
out bulbs, dirty sensors, etc. The purpose is to reduce waste and improve operator safety and
efficiency. The fourth step has been called the most important step in the 5S Process. In this
step we must develop the standards for the 5S system. They will be the standards by which the
previous 5S steps are measured and maintained. In this step, work instructions, checklists,
standard work and other documentation are developed. Without work instructions or standard
work, operators tend to gradually just do things their own way instead of what was determined
by the team. The use of visual management is very valuable in this phase. Color coding and
standard colors for the surroundings are sometimes used. The operators are trained to detect
non-conforming conditions and correct them immediately. Schedules should also be developed
for regular maintenance activities in each area. This step in the 5S Process can sometimes
become the most challenging of all the five steps. Sustaining is the continuation of the Sort,
Straighten, Shine and Standardize steps. It is the most important step in that it addresses the
need to perform 5S on a consistent and systematic basis. During this step a standard audit
system is usually developed and implemented. The goal of the sustain step is to ingrain the 5S
process into the company culture. The company must strive to make 5S a way of life so the
benefits gained through the exercise can be maintained. Following the 5S Process must
become a habit. The additional step being applied is safety. The goal of adding this step is to
foster a culture that enhances safety by identifying any workplace hazards and removing them.
In addition, tools and workstations are selected or designed with proper ergonomics in mind.
Many companies have implemented 5S into all areas of their business. The greatest benefits are
usually realized when 5S is implemented as part of a larger Lean initiative within the
organization. As previously stated, 5S Principles are effective tools for reducing waste,
improving quality, increasing efficiency, promoting safety and encouraging continuous
improvement. When applying 5S Methods you should always remember the various forms
which waste can take:. When you are implementing your 5S program or other lean tools watch
out for the various forms of waste. Take action to eliminate waste in your processes. Get the
team members involved and encourage them to provide ideas for improvements. When teams
work together to recognize, address and eliminate waste and improve their workplace, they will
take ownership of the process. The 5S Principles will gradually become a habit. Then you will
begin to foster a culture of continuous improvement. Quality-One provides Knowledge,
Guidance and Direction in Quality and Reliability activities, tailored to your unique wants, needs
and desires. Contact Us Discover the Value! Introduction to 5S With the ever changing
economic climate, many organizations are periodically adjusting their resources to align with
business strategy. What is 5S The 5S Method is a standardized process that when properly
implemented creates and maintains an organized, safe, clean and efficient workplace. Why
Implement 5S There are many benefits to implementing the 5S Methods into a work area on the
production line or in the business office. Straighten Designate a place for all items that remain
in the work area. Shine The next step is to clean everything in the area and remove any trash.
Standardize The fourth step has been called the most important step in the 5S Process. Sustain
This step in the 5S Process can sometimes become the most challenging of all the five steps.
The 8 Forms of Waste: As previously stated, 5S Principles are effective tools for reducing
waste, improving quality, increasing efficiency, promoting safety and encouraging continuous
improvement. When applying 5S Methods you should always remember the various forms
which waste can take: Overproduction â€” Producing more product than required or producing
parts faster than the downstream processes can utilize it. Strive to produce the proper amount
at the proper time. Excessive Inventory â€” This can be a direct result of overproduction or it
could be due to poor purchasing practices. Over purchasing supplies because we got a great
deal sometimes is no deal at all. Excessive or unneeded inventory can propagate other forms of
waste. Inappropriate or Non Value Added Processing â€” Waste is incurred through use of the
wrong tool, performing needless operations or not using the most efficient processes or tools
for the job. The right process and the correct tools can reduce waste in your process. Waiting
â€” Time and resources are wasted when waiting on parts, supplies or information.
Transportation â€” Excessive travel or movement of materials is waste. Proper planning and
process layout can help reduce or eliminate excess transportation. The use of value stream
mapping can help the team visualize exactly how much the material is traveling. Unnecessary
Motion â€” Any movement or motion performed by the operator that does not add value is
waste. During your 5S exercise examine the motions required to perform the task. Organize the
workstation so all tools and supplies are easily located and within easy reach. In some cases,
re-sequencing certain process steps can reduce excessive and redundant movement or motion

by the operator. By reducing or eliminating the waste of excess motion you are also creating a
more ergonomic workstation. Always consider safety first. Defects â€” This form of waste is
one of the worst of all. Producing non-conforming parts or assemblies increases scrap, reduces
process efficiency, wastes machine, process or assembly time and causes non-value added
tool wear. Defects can also create additional waste in the form of wait time when the
downstream operations run out of usable parts. Untapped Employee Creativity potential â€”
Many companies are now realizing that their best asset is their employees. Companies must
create an atmosphere where ideas are encouraged. When their good ideas are implemented, the
employee is recognized and rewarded. You never know where the next great idea is going to
come from. Contact Us. Remember Me. Log In. Confirm Password. Username or Email. Get New
Password. Each of these has its own meaning and the PowerPoint template depicts all of them
in a sequence. Japanese started this concept of 5 stages and it lead to the technique of Just in
Time Manufacturing , one of the most used in manufacturing industry. Different stages of the
process are shown on the curved arrows. This professional presentation template is showing
flow of a process. The presentation template starts with an overview of the whole process
followed by description of each stage. First part of it elaborates the Sort step dealing with
selecting the necessary resources for the process and getting rid of the unnecessary ones.
Required items can be listed in bullets for further analysis and monitoring. The next step is to
arrange all the resources properly and make full use of them, the Straighten step. Shine
includes the monitoring of process and the environment around. Systemize reflects quality
inspection and modifications of the product to maintain a standard. Final stage is Sustain and it
deals with the storage and maintenance of the products in a flow. One thing to notice of this
circular org chart template is the thin portion around the 5S diagram. The layout of this ppt
template animates with each stage by focusing only one stage a time as the presentation goes
on and dims the other stages. It completes a rotation by covering all the stages and highlighting
the main points adjacent to the 5S diagram. It can also be used as 30 60 90 day plan template
with each curved arrow showing a regular interval of some days to make a project timeline as
well. You must be logged in to download this file. Favorite Add to Collection. Item Details 6
slides Category Diagrams Rating. How to get this PowerPoint Template? Subscribe today and
get immediate access to download our PowerPoint templates. Subscribe Now. Poka-yoke
PowerPoint Template. Toyota Production system introduced this model as a Lean
Manufacturing framework to optimize product value. The 5 steps PowerPoint process cycle
diagram will help management professionals to display growth and improvement strategies. It
can be used as a Google Slides Themes for online presentations. What is 5S? It is a system of
organizing tasks and eliminating waste from production process. Because cluttered spaces lead
to slow production, errors, and even accidents. The 5S framework improves the productivity of
product manufacturing processes and service delivery, regardless of the business industry. It is
known it share some similarities with the 6 Sigma methodology. The important difference is 5S
focuses on eliminating waste while 6 Sigma improves strategies of eliminating defects.
Together, both methodologies enhance efficiency in business processes. This production
model benefits companies in many ways over time, such as:. This framework diagram also
includes clipart icons to help visualize each component. For example, media control symbol for
sort, inverted arrows for straightening, and gears for standardizing. It offers five additional
PowerPoint template to discuss each component in detail. The users can also change the
PowerPoint background colors from the design menu. You must be logged in to download this
file. Favorite Add to Collection. This production model benefits companies in many ways over
time, such as: Lower cost of production by reducing waste More efforts towards producing
higher quality Efficient systems and less cluttered space will increase productivity. Greater
employee satisfaction A safer workplace The 5S Framework Diagram PowerPoint contains five
editable segments with labeling placeholders. Item Details 6 slides Category Models Rating.
How to get this PowerPoint Template? Subscribe today and get immediate access to download
our PowerPoint templates. Subscribe Now. This system focuses on putting everything where it
belongs and keeping the workplace clean, which makes it easier for people to do their jobs
without wasting time or risking injury. The term 5S comes from five Japanese words:. In
English, these words are often translated to :. Each S represents one part of a five-step process
that can improve the overall function of a business. This system, often referred to as Lean
manufacturing in the West, aims to increase the value of products or services for customers.
This is often accomplished by finding and eliminating waste from production processes. Lean
manufacturing involves the use of many tools such as 5S, kaizen , kanban , jidoka , heijunka ,
and poka-yoke. A messy, cluttered space can lead to mistakes, slowdowns in production, and
even accidents, all of which interrupt operations and negatively impact a company. By having a
systematically organized facility, a company increases the likelihood that production will occur

exactly as it should. Over time, the 5S methodology leads to many benefits , including:. The 5S
concept might sound a little abstract at this point, but in reality it's a very practical, hands-on
tool that everyone in the workplace can be a part of. Organize, clean, repeat. The first step of 5S,
Sort, involves going through all the tools, furniture, materials, equipment, etc. Some questions
to ask during this phase include:. These questions help determine the value of each item. A
workspace might be better off without unnecessary items or items used infrequently. These
things can get in the way or take up space. Keep in mind the best people to assess the items in
a space are the people who work in that space. They are the ones who can answer the above
questions. When a group has determined that some items aren't necessary, consider the
following options:. For cases when an item's value is uncertainâ€”for example, a tool hasn't
been used recently, but someone thinks it might be needed in the futureâ€”use the red tag
method. Red tags are usually cardboard tags or stickers that can be attached to the items in
question. Users fill out information about the item such as:. If after a designated amount of time
perhaps a month or two the item hasn't been used, it's time to remove it from the workspace. It's
not worth hanging onto things that never get used since they just take up space. Tip: Set a
reminderâ€”on your phone or computer, or posted somewhere in the workspaceâ€”to check
back in with the red tag area so it doesn't get forgotten. Once the extra clutter is gone, it's easier
to see what's what. Now work groups can come up with their own strategies for sorting through
the remaining items. Things to consider:. During this phase, everyone should determine what
arrangements are most logical. That will require thinking through tasks, the frequency of those
tasks, the paths people take through the space, etc. Businesses may want to stop and think
about the relationship between organization and larger Lean efforts. What arrangement will
cause the least amount of waste? Everyone thinks they know what housekeeping is, but it's one
of the easiest things to overlook, especially when work gets busy. The Shine stage of 5S
focuses on cleaning up the work area, which means sweeping, mopping, dusting, wiping down
surfaces, putting tools and materials away, etc. In addition to basic cleaning, Shine also
involves performing regular maintenance on equipment and machinery. Planning for
maintenance ahead of time means businesses can catch problems and prevent breakdowns.
That means less wasted time and no loss of profits related to work stoppages. Shining the
workplace might not sound exciting, but it's important. And it shouldn't just be left up to the
janitorial staff. In 5S, everyone takes responsibility for cleaning up their workspace, ideally on a
daily basis. Doing so makes people take ownership of the space, which in the long run means
people will be more invested in their work and in the company. Tip: How to clean may seem
obvious, but make sure people know how to properly Shine their spaces. Show
employeesâ€”especially new employeesâ€”which cleaners to use, where cleaning materials are
stored, and how to clean equipment, particularly if it's equipment that could be easily damaged.
Once the first three steps of 5S are completed, things should look pretty good. All the extra stuff
is gone, everything is organized, spaces are cleaned, and equipment is in good working order.
The problem is, when 5S is new at a company, it's easy to clean and get organizedâ€¦and then
slowly let things slide back to the way they were. Standardize makes 5S different from the
typical spring-cleaning project. Standardize systematizes everything that just happened and
turns one-time efforts into habits. Standardize assigns regular tasks, creates schedules, and
posts instructions so these activities become routines. It makes standard operating procedures
for 5S so that orderliness doesn't fall by the wayside. Depending on the workspace, a daily 5S
checklist or a chart might be useful. A posted schedule indicating how frequently certain
cleaning tasks must occur and who is responsible for them is another helpful tool. Initially,
people will probably need reminders about 5S. Small amounts of time may need to be set aside
daily for 5S tasks. But over time, tasks will become routine and 5S organizing and cleaning will
become a part of regular work. Tip: Visual cues such as signs, labels, posters , floor marking
tape , and tool organizers also play an important role in 5S. They can provide directions and
keep items in place, in many cases without words. Once standard procedures for 5S are in
place, businesses must perform the ongoing work of maintaining those procedures and
updating them as necessary. Sustain refers to the process of keeping 5S running smoothly, but
also of keeping everyone in the organization involved. Managers need to participate, as do
employees out on the manufacturing floor, in the warehouse, or in the office. Sustain is about
making 5S a long-term program, not just an event or short-term project. Ideally, 5S becomes a
part of an organization's culture. And when 5S is sustained over time, that's when businesses
will start to notice continuous positive results. Tip 1: To help sustain 5S practices, make sure all
new employees or employees who switch departments receive training about their area's 5S
procedures. Tip 2: Keep things interesting. Look at what other companies are doing with 5S.
New ideas for organization can keep things improving and keep employees engaged. Some
companies like to include a sixth S in their 5S program: Safety. When safety is included, the

system is often called 6S. The Safety step involves focusing on what can be done to eliminate
risks in work processes by arranging things in certain ways. This might involve setting up
workstations so they're more ergonomic, marking intersectionsâ€”such as the places where
forklifts and pedestrians cross pathsâ€”with signs, and labeling the storage cabinet for cleaning
chemicals so people are aware of potential hazards. If the layout of the workplace or the tasks
people perform are dangerous, those dangers should be reduced as much as possible. That's
what the sixth S focuses on. Some people consider safety an outcome of performing the other
five S's appropriately, and as a result say a sixth S isn't necessary. They think if the workspace
is properly organized and cleaned and uses helpful visual safety cues, a separate safety step is
unnecessary. Neither approach to safety is right or wrong. But however a business wants to
approach safety, it should be aware that paying attention to safety is important. Tip: If mishaps
and accidents do happen, stop to consider whether a 5S improvement could have prevented it.
Could less clutter, cleaner walking surfaces, or better signs and labels have made a difference?
Even though 5S is a fairly simple concept, beginning a new 5S program can feel daunting. It's
like undertaking a big cleaning project in the garage or the basement at home; there's a lot of
stuff to deal with, and getting started probably doesn't sound fun. Start with practical steps
such as deciding which departments and individuals will be involved, what training is needed,
and what tools to use to facilitate the process. Determining these concrete things will help
begin the process of 5S implementation. Here's the short answer to this question: everyone. If a
department is starting 5S, managers and all other employees should be included. If anyone is
left out, this could lead to confusion or to messes that people don't want to take ownership of. It
is possible that some people will play a bigger role in 5S than others, which is fine. There might
be 5S coordinators who are in charge of installing and maintaining 5S labeling, keeping tracking
of assigned tasks, or introducing new department members to the 5S system. These people will
obviously spend a lot of time thinking about 5S compared to others. Everyone should think
about 5S regularly, though. It's also important to remember that company leaders should
participate in 5S, especially if 5S is a company-wide effort. When people see their superiors
taking 5S seriously by participating in it, they'll be more likely to take it seriously, too. Anyone
who will participate in 5S activities needs to receive training. A demonstration of how 5S could
occur at a workstation might also be useful. For employees to understand why the company is
going to start using 5S and why it's important, they should be given a brief history of 5S, its
parts, and its benefits. It's quite possible that the way 5S is carried out at one organization or
even one department will be different from others, so groups performing 5S for the first time
may need to work out the best way to perform the steps of 5S in their spaces. In any case,
everyone should receive training when 5S is new, and then any new employees who come
onboard later should receive training about 5S as well. A key part of 5S is that it makes spaces
cleaner and therefore easier to navigate. That means people can more easily get their work
done. Visual communication tools such as labels, floor markings, cabinet and shelf markings,
and shadow boards can make navigating spaces even simpler. Plus, these tools can help keep
the workspace organized. A workplace that uses visual management in this way is often
referred to as a visual workplace. Businesses may choose to use some or all of these visual
tools. Tip: If you use color-coded floor markings, tapes, or other visual cues, make sure
everyone understands them. Post a color chart if necessary. In recent decades, 5S has moved
beyond manufacturing to other industries such as healthcare. Many offices also employ 5S, as
do some schools and other government organizations. The basic steps of 5S can be applied to
any workplace. An office can use 5S to keep supplies organized, as can hospitals and medical
clinics. It's really just a matter of determining what workspaces and work processes will benefit
most from improved workplace organization. Look at the example below to see 5S in action.
Before 5S, spaces are cluttered and confusing. After 5S, everything has an assigned place,
which is often marked with floor marking tape, labels, and other visual cues. When 5S is used in
the workplace, it's easier to detect abnormalities and spot potential problems before they grow
into significant issues. Business leaders considering using 5S may wonder if 5S is expensive to
implement. Generally, it's not. There may be an up-front investment in tools like floor marking
tape and labels, and some time does need to be spent on training and on 5S activities, which
takes up employees' time. In the long run, though, 5S makes processes run more smoothly and
prevents mishaps, and those things usually save businesses money. The products and
resources you need to safely reopen for business and maintain social distancing in your
workplace. Learn more. Oops, something went wrong. Please try again. Floor Marking. Browse
All Labeling. Simply select from the options to create the custom label you need in just a few
moments. Browse All Visual Communication. Tool Organization. Browse All Organization. Lean
and 5S Supplies. Shop by 5S Step. Sort is the process of removing all tools not necessary for
production from workspace. Set in Order means workers organize the workplace in a logical,

intuitive way so that tasks are easier to complete. Shine is the stage in which workers make
proactive efforts to keep work areas clean and orderly to ensure productive and efficient work.
Standardize calls for the creation of standards for both organization and processes. Sustain
pushes workers to maintain new practices and conduct audits to ensures standards stay in
place. Browse All Safety Products. Lean Manufacturing Guide Learn about all the benefits that
Lean manufacturing has to offer your facility. What is 5S? Learn about the 5S organizational
methodology â€” from its development in Japan to its influence on Lean manufacturing. Get
started today! Evaluate your facility with this free 5S audit card. ANSI A Lean Tools What is a
Gemba walk? Browse All Blog Posts. Toyota Production System House Learn about the
widely-used and successful production system in manufacturing. The Tools of Kaizen Tools to
introduce and practice effective improvement activities. Sign In New Customer? Recently
Viewed. Account Settings. Home 5S Education What is 5S? Reduced costs Higher quality
Increased productivity Greater employee satisfaction A safer work environment. What is the
purpose of this item? When was this item last used? How frequently is it used? Who uses it?
Does it really need to be here? Location Description Name of person applying the tag Date of
application. Which people or workstations use which items? When are items used? Which items
are used most frequently? Should items be grouped by type? Where would it be most logical to
place items? Would some placements be more ergonomic for workers than others? Would
some placements cut down on unnecessary motion? Are more storage containers necessary to
keep things organized? Floor Marking Tape These tapes can be used to outline work cells, mark
the locations where equipment or materials are placed, or highlight hazards. They come in a
variety of colors and patterns, and can also be used on shelves, workbenches, cabinets, and
other surfaces. Labels and Signs These visuals use text, colors, and symbols to convey
information. They can indicate the contents of drawers, call out hazards, or tell people where to
store parts. Many styles and sizes exist, and some businesses even choose to make these
in-house with a label and sign printer. Shadow boards use cutouts of tools that are placed
behind the spot where a tool hangs on a pegboard. Toolbox foam works similarly, except it fits
into a toolbox drawer. The tool's shape is cut out of a top layer of foam, so a bright bottom layer
of foam shows through. Both of these methods highlight missing tools and tell people exactly
where tools should be placed when they're finished using them. What can 5S do for you? How
to start a 5S program Download now. Helpful Resources. Email Address:. Sign in Register
Forgot your password? It's designed to help build a quality work environment, both physically
and mentally. The 5S philosophy applies in any work area suited for visual control and lean
production. The 5S condition of a work area is critical to employees and is the basis of
customers' first impressions. The 5S quality tool is derived from five Japanese terms beginning
with the letter "S" used to create a workplace suited for visual control and lean production. The
pillars of 5S are simple to learn and important to implement:. Eliminate whatever is not needed
by separating needed tools, parts, and instructions from unneeded materials. Schedule regular
cleaning and maintenance by conducting seiri , seiton , and seiso daily. Five S 5S Example:
Workplace scan diagnostic checklist. They implemented the 5S pillars as follows:. Results show
that the 5S framework is an effective and simple model for process design and improvement.
Office Efficiency Quality Progress The 5S lean method is often used in manufacturing, but it can
be adapted for office settings to make information workflows more efficient. Specifically, better
organization and management of information flow allows knowledge workers to make better
decisions about prioritizing and executing tasks. Cart Total: Checkout. Learn About Quality.
Magazines and Journals search. The Five S's 5S benefits 5S example 5S resources The Five S's
The 5S quality tool is derived from five Japanese terms beginning with the letter "S" used to
create a workplace suited for visual control and lean production. The pillars of 5S are simple to
learn and important to implement: Seiri: To separate needed tools, parts, and instructions from
unneeded materials and to remove the unneeded ones. Japanese Translated English Definition
Seiri organize sort Eliminate whatever is not needed by separating needed tools, part
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s, and instructions from unneeded materials. Seiton orderliness set in order Organize whatever
remains by neatly arranging and identifying parts and tools for ease of use. Seiso cleanliness
shine Clean the work area by conducting a cleanup campaign. Seiketsu standardize standardize
Schedule regular cleaning and maintenance by conducting seiri , seiton , and seiso daily. They
implemented the 5S pillars as follows: The fields were sorted and unnecessary fields were
eliminated. The fields were set into order based on stakeholder input. The team shined by
creating a Microsoft Access database that would not allow duplicate entries. The spreadsheet

was standardized by protecting it and making it a template. A self-sustaining system was
created by using Microsoft Access to control data format and duplication and Microsoft Excel
templates to control spreadsheet format and order. Featured Advertisers. Organize whatever
remains by neatly arranging and identifying parts and tools for ease of use.

